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WORLD WAR II: FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT (1933-1945) 

 

Introduction 

After WWI, the USA went through contrasted decades made of progressive and conservative trends. The wave of 

freedom was called the Roaring Twenties, a term used to describe a period of prosperity and high creativity.  

 Art deco, jazz music, Lost Generation in literature (Gertrude Stein, Hemingway, Fitzgerald) 

 Harlem Renaissance, raising the issue of racism. 

 The Flappers: embodied the liberation of women in entertainment and politics (right to vote). 

 

Concerning the conservative trends; there was the idea of chasing people who drank through the Prohibition  

Woodrow Wilson (democrat): 1913-121 

But then there was a desire to “return to normalcy” as the president Warren Harding put it. (1921-1923) 

 

 

 Progressive Era 

3 republican presidents were elected:  

- Warren Harding (1921-1923) 

- Calvin Coolidge (1923-1929) 

- Herbert Hoover (1929-1933) 

They defended a rather liberal ideal, favouring less intervention in economy and isolationism in foreign affairs. 

 

But both conservative and progressive trends came to a halt when the Wall Street crash occurred, leading to the 

Great Depression which brought about WWII. With the Great Depression a democrat president was elected: 

Roosevelt. He was re-elected 4 times: 

- 1932-1936 

- 1936-1940 

- 1936-1940 

- 1940-1944 

He broke away from isolationism as the government needed to intervene to face economic, social or political crisis.  

 

The beginning of his 1st 2 terms was turned to the domestic crisis. But at the beginning of the war he turned to 

foreign policy and became involved in WWII.  

Totalitarianism started in 1922 with fascism in Italy and then Hitler lead Germany on the path of war when he 

rejected the Versailles treaty in 1936 by sending troops to Rhineland. He then gradually became more and more 

aggressive as he annexed Austria in 1938. 

As a reaction to the invasion of Poland, France and Britain declared war to Germany  

 Failure of the policy of appeasement in Europe.  

 

 Gradual interventionism of the USA 

During WWII, Roosevelt managed to place the US at the centre of a new world order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I. The end of isolationism 

 

1. Isolationism 

Surely the German attack of Poland triggered great debates in congress between those who wanted to get involved 

and those who didn’t want to. 

During the 1930’s, isolationists dominated.  

 

 

a) Neutrality legislation 

A number of neutrality legislations were voted. The congress voted 3 acts:  

- 1935: The Neutral Act prohibited the export of weapons and food to belligerents.  

- 1936: it prohibited loans to belligerents.  

- 1937: it extended earlier prohibitions. 

 

The congress tried to impose it though Roosevelt wasn’t sure they were right. He tried to negotiate with Hitler and 

Mussolini but it failed so he started to be in favour with intervention. 

 

b) Isolationist Congress 

The idea of helping the allies was rejected by isolationists who wanted the USA to refrain from getting involved into 

the war.  

 Republican senators Gerald Nye and Robert Taft  

 pressure groups like the American 1st committee 

Yet interventionists began to gain more power arguing that the best security for the USA lay in assisting the allies. 

Roosevelt became more and more active to develop this help. 

 

 

2. Gradual involvement  

 

a) Cash and Carry & Lend Lease 

Roosevelt moved in strongly for the repeal of the neutrality legislation. After long discussions Roosevelt was able to 

obtain from a reluctant congress the Cash and Carry legislation. He demanded to permit the export of arms and 

munitions to belligerents. The US started to help the allies. Then the fall of France in June 1939 convinced Americans 

that Britain needed to be supported.  

 

1941: the Lend-lease act authorized the president to sell lend-lease (prêt-bail) transfer or exchange arms to any 

nations whose defence was vital to the defence of the USA.  

This act extended to the Soviet Union in 1941 when it was attacked by Germany. 

In 1942, 35 countries received assistance under this act. 50 billion dollars had been lent at the end of the war. 

 

b) Atlantic Charter 

This economic help was framed by a political statement that gave a clear vision of the objectives of the war: the 

Atlantic Charter.  This statement was based on the 14 points by Woodrow Wilson. Roosevelt and Churchill drew up 

the charter describing the democratic post war aims. It included the renouncement to territorial expansion and 

emphasized the right of the people to choose their own form of government. It suggested equal access to trade and 

raw material of the world.  

 

 

 

 



c) Pearl Harbour  

December 7th 1941: Japan bombed Pearl Harbour in the Pacific. Japan had joined the Axis (Italy and Germany) and 

wanted to create a new order in Asia, to rule it. While they were in the middle of peace negotiation with the USA 

they attacked the American fleet. They destroyed part of the US pacific fleet. 3 out of 8 battleships were sunk. More 

than 2000 American soldiers and sailors were killed. 

Effect of this attack: a large number of the American people turned in favour of the war. Roosevelt used that event 

to push his desire to intervene.  

 “A date which will live in infamy”  

The congress passed the War Resolution and the USA was at war with Japan, Germany and Italy.  

 

 

II. War and victory 

 

1. War in 1941 

 

a) The Axis domination 

1941: the Axis dominated the war at that stage. Everywhere the Axis powers were triumphant. Hitler controlled 

Western Europe (except Spain and Britain) and the Nazi armies broke the nonaggressive pact with Soviet Union in 

1939 and invaded it in June 1941. Hitler was close to control the eastern part of Europe. 

Italy dominated the Mediterranean; it was ready to invade North Africa and threated to take control of Egypt and 

the Suez Canal. 

Japan had won major places in the Pacific. It was threatening to go to India, Australia and the Philippines. 

 

b) The alliance potential 

The alliance was composed of the US, Britain, Russia, China, India and the British dominions. They were superior in 

men power and in productive capacity.  

 

 

2. US preparation and action 

 

a)  Domestic efforts 

The US made tremendous domestic efforts to support the war. The US turned its domestic economy to a war 

economy. The American industry converted its production into war production. It also expanded its military basis 

throughout the world in Greenland and Iceland. It mobilized its population through a Peacetime Conscription in 

1940, which allowed the US to train soldiers and officers (G.I.’s). American people accepted a growing control of the 

government to organize the war effort.  

 

New manufactures of magnesium, synthetic rubber were created. A huge amount of federal money was invested 

into the construction and enlargement of those plans.  

 

Universities and industrial research were dedicated to develop new techniques to help the war.  

This was made possible through labour which was fully mobilized. 3 million women joined the labour forces. There 

were hardly any strikes. Workers and managements agreed to “get along” to assure extremely high productivity. 

And that was the case.  

 

The government rationed food and consumer goods (food administration) so that Americans participated through 

daily adaptation to the war.  

 



Taxes doubled between 1940 and 1945. But profit also went up. The American society enjoyed prosperity during 

the war.  

 

 

b) The international battlefields 

 

Pacific Front: 

1942: Japan controlled a large part of Asia. Yet the pacific was defended by American, British and Australian forces. 

In May 1942 the Battle of the Coral Sea showed that the USA and their allies had some power, but the Battle of 

Midway was decisive. It was a turning point in the Pacific war.  

Then there was a long battle around Guadalcanal. 

The USA started to regain control over the pacific during the spring of 1943. 

 

Europe: 

The Battle of the Atlantic occurred between 1941 and 1943 for the American to gain control of the sea route 

between the US and Europe.  

 

North Africa:  

January 1943: Operation Torch led by Eisenhower. It was a Victory and allowed the invasion of  

Italy. Italy surrendered unconditionally on September 1943. But the German troops were still in the northern part of 

Italy. In June 1944, the allies finally entered Rome.  

 

France:  

June 1994: Operation overlord (= code name for the Battle of Normandy). It consisted in heavy bombing from the 

British and the American side and was led by Eisenhower. On June 5th 1944, soldiers crossed the channel and 

invaded Normandy.  

The allied forces then spread East and West of France and then moved down towards Paris and liberated it on 

August 23th.  

 

But the toughest battles were not over. During the fall of 1944, Germans fought really hard to stop the allies. 

Russians and Americans met at the Elbe on April 25th. 

May 7th 1945: Germany surrendered unconditionally.  

 

Roosevelt didn’t see his victory because he had died on April 12th 1945. 
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Conclusion on WWII 

Through Roosevelt’s 4 terms, the USA became a major economic, military and political power on the international 

scene. This mutation was the result of WWII. 

 rise of the USA a world leader.  

 

Roosevelt became a strong president. He also innovated in the use of media. He used it to broadcast his ideas. He 

was a very good communicator. He regularly addressed the nation on the radio in somewhat informal tone: “the 

fireside chats” 

Roosevelt used them for the war (on December 9th he explained to American that Hitler and Mussolini “considered 

themselves at war with the USA”) 



Roosevelt was also open to ideas and people. He managed to create around him a large coalition of supporters, 

called the Roosevelt’s coalition. Thanks to this coalition, he was kept in power.  

 

The next president was Harry S. Truman. 

 

 

TRUMAN ADMINISTRATION (1945-1953):  A NEW WORLD ORDER 
 

 

Introduction 

Truman’s presidency started in a strange manner, on April 12th 1945. He was not elected president. He was 

Roosevelt’s vice president until he died in 1945. When a president dies, the vice president becomes the new 

president. Truman will be elected as president in 1948 for a second term despite his lack of popularity evidenced in 

1946, when the majority in Congress became republican after the midterm elections. 

Truman came to power during a crucial moment: it was the end of WWII. He had to face 2 main challenges: 

- He had to end the war and to vanquish Japan. He decided to drop atomic bombs on Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki, which led Japan to complete surrender on August 15th 1945. 

- He had to establish a new world order after the war. Europe was ruined; the USA became a major leader in 

establishing this new world order. 

 

However the new world order led the former allies to divide around the USA and the USSR. Truman explained in his 

memoirs that “the first purpose that dominated me (…) was to prevent a thrid world war” 

 There was a real fear of a third world war between the USA and the USSR. 

 

This international conflict also affected the domestic scene  growing fear of infiltration of communism in the USA. 

Communism became a major domestic political issue.  

Yet Truman, as a democrat, also tried to address domestic tension by supporting social policy  the Fair Deal. 

 

How did the Cold War happen on the domestic and international scene during the Truman 

administration? 

 

 

I. International scene: the birth of the Cold War 

 

The relations USA + their western allies against the eastern bloc deteriorated after WWII. When the war ended, 

Churchill (the former prime minister) was quite active in opposing the Soviet Union.  

 The Iron Curtain Speech 

A number of international institutions were set up to maintain peace. 

 

 

1. International institutions: towards a peaceful world 

 

a) The United Nations organization 

Before the end of the war, a series of international conferences paved the way to the creation of this international 

institution.  

- Dumbarton Oaks conference in the fall of 1945 

- San Francisco conference in the spring of 1945 



They led to the creation of the United Nations organization. During those conferences, 300 delegates representing 

50 countries adopted the charter of the United Nations.  Even though the USA and the USSR didn’t agree during 

these conferences, they managed to work together through the UN. 

The UN had a security council composed of 5 permanent members 

 This was a major achievement. 

 

 

b) North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) vs. the Warsaw Pact 

The NATO was drafted on April 1949. 12 nations on both sides of the Atlantic decided to join in a mutual treaty (the 

USA, Canada, Great-Britain, France, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands…) 

It was signed quickly because Stalin had started the Berlin Blockade. In reaction against it, Western countries 

decided to sign the treaty. 

 “an armed attack against one shall be considered an armed attack against all” 

This treaty was unique because for the 1st time it provided jointed military and economic action in peacetime. 

The alliance then raised new troops, common weapons and common commanders (Eisenhower was the 1st NATO 

commander). 

 

For the USA, it was unique because it was the 1st time they accepted to give up some of their sovereignty, which in a 

way meant the end of the USA isolationism tradition.  

 

The pact was increased to 15 countries, mostly because the cold war intensified. The NATO admitted Turkey, Greece 

(in 1952) and western Germany by 1955.  

 

In response to NATO, the communist nations adopted the Warsaw Pact in 1955, which was a military alliance of 7 

communist countries under the leadership of the USSR. 

 

 

 
 

 



Those pacts created a clear sense that there were conflicting forces in this new world order. 

 

 

2. Zones of influence 

 

a) Truman doctrine 

March 1947 (cf. TD subject 2) 

It was the 1st step towards an American foreign policy based on economic and military help to countries that were 

threatened by communism. Truman implied that the dangerous influence of the Soviet Union had to be stopped. 

This obviously was presented as a need to protect democracy against dictatorship. The Truman doctrine was 

concerned with stabilizing the world situation, especially in Europe. Thus the USA tried to support Europe, which was 

devastated, in reconstructing itself through the Marshall Plan. 

 

b) The European Recovery Plan (= Marshall Plan) 

The MP was announced on June 5th 1947. It was a proposal for the USA to make contributions (money, goods, 

machines, raw materials…) to help for the reconstruction of Europe.  

The USSR considered that this proposal was an attempt to gain influence over Europe. As a result the USSR refused 

to participate in the Marshall Plan (the USA had offered the MP to the USSR as well). They also prevented countries 

from Eastern Europe from joining the MP.  

 

September 26th 1947: 16 countries adopted the MP. 22 billion dollars were lent. The money came from the Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development.  

All Americans weren’t happy about giving this money. It took time for congress to vote the MP.  

On February 1948, the USSR took control of Czechoslovakia.   

The Congress voted the MP on April 1948. 

 

The MP also had a political motive. Propaganda films were made to create a godly image of the USA to keep 

countries on the Western side. 

 

Communists were quite present in France and Italy. Despite this, Western Europe was under the influence of 

American values (jazz music, food but also economic values through mass production techniques) 

 

This struggle was not only “cold”. Quickly the tensions were played out on battlefields. 

 

 

3. Korean war 

 

a) The situation of Korea after WWII  

 

Korea had been divided between Soviet and American control through the 38th parallel. 

Both the USSR and the USA withdrew from Korea in 1948-49 but they failed to unite the country. 

 

- North Korea: Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (communist government) 

- South Korea: elections under the UN resulted in the establishment of the Republic of Korea with Syngman 

Rhee as president (who was opposed to communism). 

 

This division antagonizes the ideological conflict. 

 

 



 

 

b) War and its settlement 

The Korean War started on June 25th 1950 when North Korea invaded South Korea. 

The UN Security Council declared North Korea an aggressor. The council formed UN forces (Americans and South 

Koreans) and they were led by General Douglas MacArthur. He led the counterattack in the name of the UN forces. 

On November 1950, ¾ of North Korea was occupied by South Korean troops. 

 

At this point, China decided to send more troops to help North Koreans.  

 China had just become a communist regime. Mao Zedong had created the People’s Republic of China on October 

1st 1949.  

 

MacArthur wanted to attack China, but Truman refused because he was afraid of a third world war. He preferred to 

sign a truce on June 1951 (Kaesong Talks). The final armistice was signed on July 17th 1953. It took 2 years because 

negotiations kept failing. The war went on for 2 years but without major attacks. 
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This war was costly, financially and in human lives (18 billion dollars and 55 000 dead soldiers). 

This war contributed to build up the growing resentment and fear towards communism in the USA.  Articulation 

between the international situation and the domestic one.  

 

 

II. The domestic scene 

 

At home, the situation seemed to parallel a number of fears that were played out on the battlefield.  

 

1. Labour 

Right after WWII, relations between management and labour were troubled. During the war there was a kind of 

consensus so they would work together. 

The main problem was that war had caused inflation but wages were blocked. Workers may demand to obtain 

better wages: they went on strike.  

1946: almost 1,75 million workers went on strike. Big companies (United States Steel, General Motors) were struck 

by unions for months. The government reacted strongly in favour of management.  

Truman threatened to have the government take control of the railroads when railroad workers went on strike. This 

threat became real in the case of strike organized by the united mine workers. They went on strike and Truman 

ceased the mines; John Lewis had to agree to a compromise with the mine owners. This defeat of the workers was 

furthered by new laws. 

The Labour Management Relation Act (1947) gave more power to management and reduced labour actions. 

Truman vetoed this act. It amended the earlier National Labour Relation Act (also called the Wagner Act) of 1935.  

Paradoxically, by making unions feel threatened, the act had the effect of unifying trade unions in their struggle 

against management. 

 

Truman failed to veto the law. But this shows that Truman was in favour of the workers act. He tried to enforce the 

policy that was taking into consideration social issues. This policy was moderate, based on the idea of justice. 

Truman’s social policy was therefore called the Fair Deal. 

 

 



 

 

2. The Fair Deal 

It was implemented after his election in 1948. Truman recommended to congress a global program of social 

legislation that he considered as an extension of Roosevelt’s New Deal.  

This worked partly. Congress passed bills on very social policies: housing, social security… 

• Housing Act (1949): provided 2.8 billion dollars for slum clearance and low rent housing project. 

• Minimum Wage Act (1949): increased minimum wage from 40 to 75 cents an hour. 

• Social security amendment (1950): extended the Social Security Act of 1935 to provide pensions for some self-

employed people and to increase benefits for retired workers. 

 

Truman’s Fair Deal was opposed by many people in congress who thought Truman was too soft and liberal. The most 

progressive part of the Fair Deal was stopped by a coalition of conservatives in congress (which included republicans 

and also southern democrats, who are in fact conservative democrats). 

 

There were 3 measures that failed: 

• The Civil Right issue. Truman wanted congress to pass laws against racial segregation but congress failed to do so. 

Truman bypassed congress thanks to 2 executive orders 

(= Prerogative of the president. They apply to anything federal. President can create rules through these orders) 

1951: Truman appointed the 1st African American judge in the federal court system. Truman’s progressive efforts 

were again opposed by congress. 

 Idea that the president shouldn’t have too much power. The congress needed to reassert its power; one way 

to do that was to oppose the president’s ideas. 

• Truman had the idea of reforming the National Health but this was rejected.  

• Education reforms failed too. The bone of contention was not exactly political - everybody was in favour of 

reforming the education - but more a question of religious discourse. There was a strong bipartisan support to 

increase and equalize educational opportunity. But the congress couldn’t agree on how to fund public and private 

(parochial) schools. 

 

Truman had a clear social favour. He wanted to be progressive. But he was not a radical progressive and in many 

areas he yielded to conservative pressures. This was the case in foreign policy and with the Witch Hunt that took 

place in the USA during the 50s.  

 

 

3. Internal security  Witch Hunt 

After WWII was a strong fear of communist infiltration in the USA. This fear came not only from the radical right 

(extreme anti-communists) but also from Truman himself. He took measures to address a supposedly red militia as 

early as 1947. In an effort to chase communists he issued an executive order to investigate the loyalty of all federal 

employees, based on a kind of profiling which reflected the fear and prejudices of the time.  

A list of criteria was set up to identify employees who could be a threat to national security. This list included 

communism but also alcoholism, homosexuality… 

 There was confusion between homosexuality and communism. (Lavender Scare) 

 

Republicans thought Truman was too soft on the issue. A number of public scandals seemed to feed the republicans’ 

attack. Some people were caught spying on the USA government.  

 

1948: Alger Hiss was arrested. He was a former official in the department of state, who was accused of spying for 

the USSR. He was sentenced to 5 years in prison. 

1949: a dozen leaders of the American communist party (CPUSA) were condemned and sent to prison.  



 

Tension kept rising and brought a lot of anxiety around the atomic bomb. USSR was about to obtain the secret to 

build an atomic bomb. This intensified xenophobia and anti-Semitism.  

 Linked to scandals around communist spies. Supposed spies were found guilty and executed without a trial.  

 

2 acts were passed to enforce and legalize anti-communism: 

- McCarran act (1950) 

- McCarran Walter act (1952) 

 

The cold war was both a question of foreign policy and domestic policy. Quickly it raised on the domestic scene the 

issue of restricting civil liberties. 

 

Conclusion 

By his hard work, Truman proved capable to create a national consent. He kept the USA open by refusing to return 

to isolationism. He took up the international legacy of Roosevelt (UN). 

He followed Roosevelt’s steps by implementing the fair deal. But he maintained a strong government embodied by a 

strong president.  

The USA became the main leader while former European powers (Great Britain) stepped back. This new role became 

known as “Pax Americana”, modelled on “Pax Romana". It illustrates how the US attitude was felt as a kind of new 

imperialism.  

This angle of a form of imperialism had its domestic version with the extreme anti-communism that took place in the 

USA and which was embodied by Senator McCarthy. McCarthyism, which started with Truman but flourished under 

Eisenhower, will be an important issue under the Eisenhower administration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

THE EISENHOWER ADMINISTRATIONS (1953-1961): 

The Hollywood ten and McCarthyism 
 

Introduction 

Eisenhower was the 1st republican president in 20 years. He was elected with the slogan “time for a change”. He was 

really popular partly because this campaign was the 1st in history in which television played a major role. The 

republicans spent over 35 million dollars for his campaign. 80% of the press supported Eisenhower.  

His opponent was Adlai Stevenson. He was well known for very powerful speeches. 

Eisenhower’s vice president was Nixon. 

 

Eisenhower was very popular because he was a war hero.  He didn’t really belong to a party: he had only joined the 

Republican Party recently. Congress came out as just nearly republicans (221 republicans vs. 211 democrats in the 

House of Representatives) 

This made clear that this was not a partisan election. 

 

His program consisted in the following points: 

- K1C2  to end the war in Korea (Korea 1st) + communism and corruption 2nd. This was an implicit criticism of 

Truman. 

- “Dynamic conservatism” / “conservative when it comes to money, liberal (= progressive) when it comes to 

human being”. He was a moderate republican who wanted to keep the social laws from Roosevelt’s New 

Deal and the Fair Deal. He thought that the federal government should be responsible for the welfare of the 

citizens. He wanted to limit state support, to favour private business and to privatize natural resources. He 

was a rather prudent president and his main purpose was to maintain prosperity. He claimed that he was 

“middle of the road”. 

 

People accused him of being weak, passive. He was re-elected in 1956 rather easily. His actions on the international 

scene were not that passive and were a major reason for this re-election. He intensified the struggle against 

communism.  
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Eisenhower’s program: 

- Anti-communism 

- “containment” vs. “rollback” 

- Communist Control Act (1954) 

- Eisenhower doctrine (January 1957): “international communism” 

 

I. Witch hunt on Hollywood 

 

1. The Hollywood ten: resisting the ban 

The House of Representatives was very active in the struggle against communism, through a committee named the 

House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) 

A series of specials acts were passed in order to inquire about this loyalty towards the American government. 

HUAC became a permanent committee in 1945. 

 



In October 1947, HUAC decided to investigate the Hollywood motion picture, first because Hollywood was accused 

of being crowded with communists. They placed subversive messages in films. This accusation of film propaganda 

was grounded in the reality of WWII where the government used the cinema industry to support the war effort. 

Ex: Mission to Moscow, Song of Russia (1944/3)  movies showing a positive image of Russia. Russia was then part 

of the allies.  

Hollywood was also targeted because of its high visibility. Any action in Hollywood attracted a lot of publicity. 

 

J. Parnell Thomas (the chairman of the committee) explained the purpose of the committee:  

“I want to emphasize at the outset of these hearings that the fact the Committee on Un-American Activities is 

investigating alleged Communist influence and infiltration in the moving picture industry must not be considered or 

interpreted as an attack on the industry itself.” 

 

The investigation lasted 2 weeks and created major tensions in the movie industry and in the country. It could be 

presented in 2 parts:  

- The friendly witnesses, who willingly answered the panel. They included some important people; head of 

studios like Warner or Walt Disney.  

- The unfriend witnesses. 19 people were accused because they were thought to be holding left wing views. 

Some refused to answer the questions of the committee, they were called the Hollywood Ten (Herbert 

Biberman, Lester Cole, Albert Maltz, Adrian Scott, Samuel Ornitz, Dalton Trumbo, Edward Dmytryk, Ring 

Lardner Jr., John Howard Lawson and Alvah Bessie) 

 

If they admit they’re communists, the committee can accuse them of Contempt of congress (allows the committee 

to prosecute them). The Hollywood Ten were trialled.   

 

 

2. System of fear: blacklisting and naming names 

 

a) Blacklisting 

 

The head of the major studios decided to blacklist the Hollywood ten. 

Eric Johnston: “We will not reemploy any of the ten until such time as he has acquitted or has purged himself of 

contempt.” (November 24, 1947) 

It was a secret process. The film industry had the tradition to take care of problems to avoid troubles around the box 

offices. They used to self-censorship. In the 30s, the studio came up with the Production code / Hays code to 

regulate the content of Hollywood films based on moral standards. For instance depicting crime, drinking, sexuality… 

was forbidden. 

Fear and hysteria spread in the USA thanks to press. 

 

Blacklist also spread to broadcast industry. 

In June 1950, Red Channels was published. It was a pamphlet listing writers, performers who were supposed to have 

been members of subversive organisations before WWII. 

 

By 1951, HUAC came back to Hollywood to resume the hearings. Over 300 people were black listed (among which 

Charlie Chaplin, Dashiell Hammet, Arthur miller and Orson Welles). 

 

Once you were on the blacklist, there was a way out: become an informer. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

b) Naming names 

 

Larry Parks was becoming a famous actor at the time. He decided to name names of the people who were part of 

the communist party when he was there. If he hadn’t named names, his career was over. But the informers were 

also caught in a trap; they had to admit that they had first been communists.  

 

Elia Kazan (director) also named a lot of names and tried to justify his action by saying that he could not keep silent 

anymore because he did not want to support the communist conspiracy.  

 On The Water Front, 1954 

 

Edward Dmytryk had been on the Hollywood Ten but gave 26 names, supposedly former members of the 

communist party.  

The blacklist destroyed the career of famous artists like Joseph Losey, Garfield and Trumbo. 

 

 

3. Legal and economic punishment 

Blacklisting and naming names implied a legal and economic punishment. 150 people went to jail in the early 1950s 

because of the investigations. People who were on the blacklist couldn’t find jobs 

 social and economic punishment 
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II. McCarthy’s rise to power 

 

1. McCarthy’s speech at Wheeling 

McCarthy was a republican senator from Wisconsin who won his 1st election in the senate in 1946. Quickly he 

managed to give considerable power playing with anti-communism. He deployed a very impressive anti-communist 

discourse. He based his discourse on conspiracy and fear.  

The February 9th 1950, he gave a speech at Wheeling where he claimed to have a list of between 57 and 205 people 

in the state department that belonged to the American communist party. This list was neither a secret nor a new list. 

An earlier version of the list had been published by the secretary of state Dean Acheson in 1946. 

The list that McCarthy gave also probably came from the “Lee list”, a report compiled by the FBI agent Robert Lee in 

1947 for congress.  

About the source of the list, he pretended it was a unique list. He tried to hide the real source  

 Obfuscation.  

 

He manipulated the list by rewriting some phrases: the expression “inclined towards communism” in the official list 

became “communist” in his report. He reinterpreted witnesses; “hearsays” were turned into facts. He also added 

other security risks to communists, like fascists, alcoholics, and “sexual deviants” in order to make the list longer. 

All those fabrication looked a bit too much for some people.  

His glory was fragile and based on weak logic. 

 

However, McCarthyism is not only the result of a single man but also the result of the system. 

 

Did he have ulterior motives? 



It seems clear that his speech was part of a political strategy to attack the democrats and also a strategy of self-

promotion. He gained political visibility and credentials (références), especially in the eyes of the conservative 

Republican Party. This strategy was very successful. Before the Wheeling speech, he was almost unknown. He would 

become more and more famous after this speech, which is considered as the beginning of McCarthyism (= the 

crusade to hunt down alleged communists in public service) 

His next step was to address congress on February 19th 1950. He gave his 6 hours speech on the senate floor. He 

detailed all the cases on the list he had. He claimed to have the evidence of 81 communists working in the state 

department.  

He became successful because there was a general support against communism at the time, but there were 3 strong 

sources of anti-communism: 

- Around the federal agency, and especially in the FBI. Jay Edgar Hoover, the head of the FBI, was strong ally 

against communism. McCarthy started collaborating with him. 

- Business, especially through the action of the chambers of commerce, which supported anti-communism. 

They saw communism in opposition to their interests and as a way to weaken labour. 

- Number of interest groups that voiced opposition to communism (ex: American Legion) 

 

 

2. McCarthy’s new position 

In 1952, he was re-elected to the senate. 

He was made the chairman of the government committee, which was unusual for a young senator. It is usually a 

position for senior senators. This promotion confirmed his political power and the idea that he was supported by the 

Republican Party at large. This new position gave him full power to investigate freely the possibly of communist 

subversion in the government. 

He investigated many government departments. Many employees lost their jobs. 

Naming names was the only way to prove that you had changed and it resulted in a growing feeling of fear and 

paranoia throughout the federal agencies. 

 

McCarthy pursued a partisan politics. He reflected the conservative’s rejection of new dealers and fair dealers.  Part 

of the witch hunt was a kind of backlash (réaction brutale). 

Truman and his secretaries of state George Marshall and Dean Acheson were accused of being too soft with 

communism. 

McCarthy’s campaign helped the republican candidate Eisenhower to win the election in 1952.  

 

Anyone who was against McCarthy was accused of having communist tendencies or being disloyal to the country. 

There were no limits to McCarthy’s accusations. This show that McCarthy’s attacks extended beyond partisan 

politics. He began investigating public sectors considered liberal, like universities, libraries… Moreover, he had his 

own investigation in Hollywood. 

He started to threaten civil liberties. This was especially visible when he decided to target libraries and managed to 

get books labelled “communist” which were sometimes removed from the libraries. He was able to do all this 

because anti-communism had started to become the Doxa (mainstream opinion). It fed on a sense of collective 

hysteria.  

McCarthy’s repeated attacks and his abusive behaviour started to find objections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

III. McCarthy’s demise 

 

1. The press and personal attacks 

 

McCarthy’s popularity had been possible thanks to the media attention he obtained. His accusations were spread by 

the media and helped him to gain power. 

By the mid-50s, the support of the media started to turn against him. The most significant event happened in March 

1954 when “See It Now”, a famous TV program, started to voice out against him. They exposed McCarthy’s false 

accusations. This was one of the 1st serious media attack against him. 

 

Some journalist in the Las Vegas Sun said that McCarthy was probably homosexual because he was not married. 

After that, McCarthy quickly married with his secretary. 

These rumours were also based on the fact that Roy Cohn, his chief council, was gay (yet he supported homophobic 

ideas). He also took part in the Rosenberg condemnation although he was Jewish.  

McCarthy’s reputation was under attack, based on rumours and distorted facts. The only real accusation was his 

alcoholism.  

 

But his demise came when he started to attack the army, crushing the limit too far.  

 

 

2. One too many: Army-McCarthy dispute 

In 1953, he decided to investigate communist infiltration into the military. He tried to discredit Robert Stevens (the 

secretary of the army).  

Eisenhower decided to put an end to McCarthyism. He asked Nixon (his vice president) to attack McCarthy. Nixon 

made a speech:  

"Men who have in the past done effective work exposing Communists in this country have, by reckless talk and 

questionable methods, made themselves the issue rather than the cause they believe in so deeply." 

 

This tension was played out in the army/McCarthy dispute. A series of hearing were made to investigate 

contradictory accusations between the army and McCarthy. They were aired on television from April 22nd to June 

17th 1944.  

 

McCarthy and Roy Cohn had been accused of abusing congressional privilege. They had tried to prevent David Schine 

(a member of McCarthy’s staff) from being drafted and then later obtained promotion for him. Basically, McCarthy 

and Roy Cohn were accused of using their power to influence the army.  

There was a countercharge from McCarthy, who said there was a communist conspiracy threatening the army and 

that the army was trying to embarrass him in order to hide his investigation.  

 

 

3. Censure motion 

Hearings revealed that McCarthy was really aggressive and had a tendency to lie. He gradually lost support from his 

former allies. 

Hoover and Eisenhower expressed their rejection of McCarthy. Eisenhower showed that he didn’t support McCarthy 

anymore when he demanded that members of the military don’t answer McCarthy’s questions in the name of the 

separation of powers.  



After the hearings, MC lost symbolically because he lost his credibility in the public eye. However it must be said that 

MC himself was not judged to have exercised improper influence on behalf of David Schine. On the other hand, Roy 

Cohn was accused of aggressive efforts on behalf of Schine. 

Also the army was accused of questionable behaviour. However leading politicians in both parties had been 

embarrassed by MC’s behaviour and they supported a resolution to investigate MC’s attitude in June 1954. There 

was then a special committee that was appointed to study and evaluate the resolution and hearings started on 

August 31st. It is during that committee that MC repeatedly abused the subcommittee and its members.  

On December the 2nd 1954 the Senate voted a Censure Motion condemning MC’s conduct by 67 votes to 22. The 

Senate stated that MC “acted contrary to senatorial ethics and tended to bring the Senate into dishonour and 

disrepute”. As a result, MC lost the chairmanship of the committee of the Senate and he was now without power 

base and the media quickly lost interest in him.  

 

 

Conclusion 

First we can say that although some historians claim that the senator censure marked the end of McCarthyism and 

therefore of the red scare, other argue that the anti-communist hysteria in the US did not stop until the end of the 

Cold War.  

What is certain is that MCysim damaged the American social fabric and there were many victims to that period. In 

Hollywood some people who had been blacklisted tried to sue for damages but federal judges did not even 

recognize officially the existence of the blacklist until the mid-1960s. By that time some of the blacklisted were back 

in Hollywood while other had missed a career. The fate of those people was reflected in the fate of many Americans 

who had been persecuted by anti-communism.  

However we must remember that MC was a symptom of his time, not the cause. MC’s scholar Robert Griffith 

reminds us that “MC was the creature of America’s post-war politics, not its creator”. Indeed, Griffith explains also 

that he was the result of “conventional politics rooted in political parties and interest groups”. So MC in the end 

embodied the growing fear of communism, which was shared by the American society and especially by its most 

conservative constituents. Indeed, even if Eisenhower as well as other politicians rejected the senator’s extreme 

attitude, the president of the US also took active part in spreading the anti-communism (cf Eisenhower doctrine).  

 

We have to remember that even though Eisenhower exerted a backhanded politics he was far from absent. On the 

contrary many people have explained that he had a “hidden-hand presidency” (Greenstein). It means that although 

people and often colleagues thought that Eisenhower did not know and do anything, in fact after his death many 

historians discovered that Eisenhower worked very hard and was very-well informed and very much involve in 

political decisions, foreign or domestic. This means that he was also responsible for MCysim in a sense.  

Finally we could say that MCysim is a time in American history when the conservative voices of America were at the 

centre of American politics.  

Yet the US will soon change with the rise of a progressive vision which will take the form of the civil rights 

movements and which will be embodied at first by President Kennedy. 
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THE KENNEDY ADMINISTRATION (1961-1963):  

The Civil Rights movement and the Black Revolution 

 

 

 
Introduction 

In November 1960, JFK won the election against the Republican candidate Richard Nixon. It was a very narrow 

victory and a surprising one. This victory was probably based on the fact that JFK managed to turn his weaknesses 

into a kind of unique strength.  

He stood out for superficial and political reasons. First he was the youngest president, as he was elected when he 

was 44. This is important because the 60s is a time of revolutions, so he stood out for a younger America. He was 

also the first Roman Catholic President. Finally he decided to choose as Lyndon B. Johnson as vice president. He had 

been his opponent during the democratic presidential campaign. He chose Johnson also because he was a popular 

politician from the South.  

 

Despite those novelties, JFK’s position was also not that radical. He was a moderate democrat. For instance his 

inaugural speech focused on the sacrifices needed to ensure individual freedom and world peace, which showed a 

conventional position: “Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country” (January 

20th 1961).  

This is a strong statement, meaning that the government will not do everything for you and show that you have to 

work as the country is based on the individual. 

 

JFK was also full of idealism, and had goals to achieve: “Let us explore the stars, conquer the deserts, eradicate 

disease, tap the ocean depths, and encourage the arts and commerce”.  

In order to have a kind a slogan to summarize his vision he referred to the vision of the New Frontier to describe the 

challenges for the US: “The New Frontier is here (…) in uncharted areas of science and space, unsolved problems of 

peace and war, unconquered pockets of ignorance and prejudice, unanswered questions of poverty and surplus” 

(Acceptance speech at the Democratic National Convention is Los Angeles, July 1960).  

 

The reference to the New Frontier could remind you of the FDR’s New Deal, which was also linked with the 

significance of the Frontier (American Myth of the Frontier, idea that the US was based on the idea of progress. 

Frontier= westward movement by which the US defined its democracy, its special character). The New Frontiers men 

where then offered to advance economic and social reforms and moral leadership at home and abroad. That was 

time of idealism.  

 

Contrary then to Eisenhower’s hidden hand type of leadership, JFK brought the White House at the centre of 

international attention.  

JFK’s international politics remained anti-communist. JFK’s early anti-communists positions quickly became visible 

and were part of the notion that the White House was at the centre of international attention. 

 

There were two big scandals during his presidency: 

- The Bay of Pigs on April 17th 1961  failed invasion of Cuba which was led by over 1000 Cuban Refugees. 

Those refugees had been trained and supported by the CIA. Interestingly it was Eisenhower who had 



planned it but JFK decided to go on with this poorly planned invasion. It showed JFK’s sharp anti-communism 

against Eisenhower, whom he criticized for leaving Castro at the head of Cuba (Castro was a communist). But 

the operation was a total failure.  

- The Cuban Missile Crisis from October 1962 to January 1963. In October 1962, the US discovered that 

soviets had installed missiles in Cuba (so they could attack the US). In reaction to that piece of information 

Kennedy imposed quarantine against the import of arms and he demanded the immediate dismantling of all 

Cuban rocket sites. It was a very serious affair; JFK spoke on television and declared that the US was on the 

brink of a Nuclear War. But finally Khrushchev accepted JFK’s demand and the crisis was over. 

 

 

JFK however did have some more social actions; foreign affairs were not only made of conflicts. He initiated 

something very famous called “The Peace Corps” in 1961. This program sent volunteers abroad to serve as teachers, 

technicians, in order to help developing countries, especially in Africa, Asia and Latin America.  

On the domestic front JFK showed intellectuals and industrialists to fill the positions in his government. He 

appointed a republican Secretary of Treasury but he also started the Kennedy Dynasty by appointing his brother 

Robert F. Kennedy as Attorney General. Another brother, Edward Kennedy, was also elected Senator of 

Massachusetts.  

 

Congress, despite a slight democratic majority, remained under the influence of the conservatives thanks to the 

coalition between the Southern Democrats and the reactionary Republicans. This situation explains why Congress 

rejected most of JFK’s progressive programs. The other main reason why JFK failed to have his bills voted is that he 

had a very poor relationship with Congress.  

Yet we can mention that bills on Housing, Minimum Wages and Medical Health Program with an extension of 

Social Security were passed with success. 

JFK’s politics was not only based on economics and legislative works but on a kind of idealism. He was active in 

promoting the arts: 

“America which will not be afraid of grace and beauty… which will reward achievement in the arts (…) which 

commands respect throughout the world not only for its strength but for its civilization as well”.   

It shows that the idea of “soft power” existed early on. JFK supported the arts and supported the plan to create a 

great national cultural centre in Washington DC, renewing with this idea of the 30s that you could have a federal 

vision for the arts. This vision turned into building with a place called the Kennedy Centre on the Potomac River in 

Washington DC which opened in 1971. 

This love of the art was also made evident at Kennedy’s inaugural ceremony which included for the first time a poet, 

Robert Frost.  

 

But JFK’s era was also the era of the counter cultures, the revolution, and it was the peak of the civil rights 

movement. The latter forced Kennedy to deal with the appalling situation of racism in the country. The CRM is the 

struggle in the 1950s of the second class citizenship status of African Americans. This struggle culminated in the early 

60s. In this period -sometimes called the Second Reconstruction- took on new directions with the rise of the black 

power.  

 
I. The early struggle 

 

1. From emancipation to segregation 

Oppositions to slavery came as early as 1800, with rebelling slaves (Gabriel Prosser). Abolitionists newspaper were 

also created, such as the Freedom’s Journal, founded by African Americans Samuel Cornish and John Russwurm in 

1827. 



The Civil War (1861-1865) was fought against pro and anti-slavery states. It was also fought on the institutional 

battlefield. In June 1862, congress banned slavery in the US territories (≠ Confederate States that had ceased from 

the US and that were pro slavery) 

The Emancipation proclamation (1863) showed that the aim of the war was to end slavery. 

After the Defeat of the south, the end of the slavery system took a long time. Right after the Civil War, there was the 

reconstruction period. 1st there was the freedmen’s bureau, an institution that helped former slaves in many areas: 

food, health, work, education and justice.  

 

A number of amendments to the US constitution were designed to end legal (de jure) racism. 

- 13th amendment (ratified in December 1865), which abolished slavery in all US territories  

- 14th amendment (1867): “no state shall deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of 

the law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws”  equality between 

white and black men 

- 15th amendment; which guaranteed the voting rights for black men. But in 1870, women could not vote. This 

amendment was only for men.  

However there was the Grandfather clause which stated that black men could vote only when their grandfather had 

voted. 

The southern states passed a number of discriminatory legislations, depriving blacks from equal rights  the Jim 

Crow laws. They were enforced by the spread of racism through segregation. Slavery was turned into segregation. 

This was confirmed by a Supreme Court decision in 1896. 

It was then legal to have segregation places  “separate but equal “doctrine 

Segregation ruled in the south so as to prevent the social existence and rise of former slaves into full citizens.  

There was regular lynching in the south: about 3 lynching per week in the 1890s. 

After WWII, a number of actions led to desegregation even though lynching was still common, as for the famous 

case of Emmet Till, an African American teenager who was murdered in 1955. His lynching originated, among other 

events, the Civil Rights Movement. 

 

2. Desegregation 

 

a) The law 

1946, Truman had established a civil rights commission which made recommendations to improve the situation of 

African Americans, but it was not efficient. 

Real changes came in the 50s through the action of the Supreme Court. 

At the head of the Supreme Court was the chief justice Earl Warren, who was nominated in 1953. He influenced 

Supreme Court decisions and society. The Warren’s Court changed the balance of power in the US democracy. The 

Supreme Court became more powerful because it had some influence on politics. The new attitude at the time was 

activism, as opposed to literalism or originalism.   

During the 50s, judicial branch became more active on the question of segregation.  

Example: case of Brown vs. Board of Education of Topeka  linked to a problem of school segregation.  

The NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Coloured People, created in 1909) brought this case 

before the Supreme Court in order to challenge segregation in public schools. This was a major victory: the court 

abolished segregation in schools by overturning the “separate but equal” doctrine. This change had impact in daily 

lives and practices beyond education because the Civil Rights activists understood that the law was on their side.  



 

b) In the streets 

The struggle in the streets was led by a number of black leaders: 

- W.E.B. Du Bois (leader of NAACP) 

- Thurgood Marshall 

- James Baldwin 

- A.P. Randolph (union leader) 

They all helped mobilize the African American people. 

 

+ Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. He was the head of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). He put 

the emphasis on non-violence (based on Gandhi’s experience in India) and on the notion of civil disobedience 

(developed by Thoreau). 

His 1st major action was to lead the Montgomery bus boycott in Alabama. This action was based on civil 

disobedience; on passive resistance. In December 1955, Rosa Parks, a seamstress, refused to change seats and move 

in the back of the bus to let a white person take her spot. She is then arrested and has to pay a fine. 

As a response, the Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA) is created, with Martin Luther King as president. 

They decide to boycott the buses. The boycott lasted a year.  

This boycott was a success  huge financial pressure on the bus system 

 

However there was violence from the white segregationist who got blacks arrested. 

 Ku Klux Klan harassing Africa Americans. King’s house was bombed.  

 

In November 1956, the Supreme Court declared segregation in transportation unconstitutional.  

It is the 1st direct community action led by African American that led to national success. 

 

Following this boycott, a series of confrontations around the desegregation in schools took place. The most 

prominent conflict was in Little Rock in Arkansas (where the governor’s house was located). On September 2nd 1957, 

the governor of Arkansas sent the national guards to stop nine black students from integrating central high school, 

claiming that it was for their safety.  

A federal judge ordered the removal of the guards so the black students could go to school. When they went to 

school an angry mob of segregationists stopped them. In the light of those tensions between blacks and whites, but 

also between the federal and the state levels, Eisenhower decided to interfere and he ordered the national guards to 

protect the students and sent the troops to protect them. Finally the 9 students were able to attend school but for 

the whole school year they had to stay under the protection of the army.  

In September 1958, all high schools in Little Rock were closed to stop the expansion of integration. This 

segregationist strategy failed and the city was forced to re-open the schools. However this strategy spread in the 

southern states (for example Virginia tried to cut funds and close schools to slow down integration). This was partly 

successful: desegregation in schools took longer.  

 

3. Non-violent mass protest 

The Civil Rights Movement gathered under Kennedy’s presidency. In the 60s, non-violent protests spread under the 

influence of the Montgomery bus boycott. New forms of protests appeared. 

 



a) Sit-ins 

The sit-in campaign is based on the idea to sit in places where you’re not supposed to sit (in segregated restaurants 

blacks were not allowed to sit at the counter for example). 

The starter happened on February 1st 1960 when 4 black students sat down at a lunch counter (Woolworth’s) 

reserved only to whites. The waitress told them “we don’t serve negroes here”. 

Students remained there and waited until the lunch counter closed and returned the day after.  

Quickly they had to face anti sit in segregationists.  

26 July 1960: the sit-in was finally a success  Woolworth’s desegregated its stores. 

This practice spread over the cities in the south and the Deep South. At the end of the 1960s, most lunch counters 

were integrated. 

A new group was created: the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC, also called snick) 
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b) Freedom rides 

The 1st freedom ride was organized in 1947 by CORE (Congress of Racial Equality). The freedom rides consisted in 

blacks and whites travelling together in order to test desegregation in interstate transports.  

It was called the journey of reconciliation. It was made to test a 1946 Supreme Court decision which prohibited 

segregation in interstate travel. 

This action pointed that there was a de facto segregation throughout the south. 

In 1960, a new Supreme Court decision stated that discrimination in bus terminals violated the Interstate Commerce 

Act. 

The freedom rides were far from easy and safe. The further you went south, the more segregated the states still 

were. 

On May 4th 1961, 2 buses with 13 interracial travellers left Washington DC. They had planned to arrive in New 

Orleans. They never arrived to their destination. In Virginia and the Carolinas (North and South), nothing happened 

and the action was a kind of failure as it got no media attention.  

But when they arrived in Anniston, riders were stopped and beaten and the police didn’t protect them. When they 

left Anniston they were attacked and the bus was fire bombed.  

CORE decided to end the rides. This led to another group to take over. They were activists from SNCC from Nashville. 

But they got arrested by Bull Connor, the head of the police in Birmingham.  

The government got involved. Robert Kennedy (the attorney general = head of justice) pressured the governor to do 

something.  

The activists started the ride from Birmingham to Montgomery. But the bus drivers refused to drive buses where 

there were freedom riders. The federal government intervened: the action was taking on a national scope. Kennedy 

helped the new riders. They were escorted, but when the police escort disappeared the riders were attacked in 

Montgomery. After the attack, King and other leaders finally started to support the freedom riders.  

In Montgomery, King talked to the congregation in a church. The segregationists in the South locked people in the 

church. The martial law was declared and people were freed.  



Freedom riders went to Mississippi being escorted. But when they changed state, the police disappeared and they 

were arrested.  

All this led to strong response from the federal government. On May 21st 1961 the Kennedy administration declared 

that the Interstate Commerce Commission should ban segregation. 

 

The civil movement more and more involved the entire American population and its government. This movement 

culminated during the march on Washington for jobs and freedom. 

 

c) The March on Washington for jobs and freedom 

There was a mass demonstration in August 1963: 200 000 people protested, including 6000 white people. At the 

time it was the largest demonstration. This march emphasized the idea that the problem of African Americans in the 

USA was centred on jobs and freedom. This is during this march that MLK delivered his famous speech “I Had a 

Dream”. 

This was also linked to federal politics. During that month, a new civil rights bill had been introduce by President 

Kennedy and was debated in congress. It wasn’t the first one: the Civil Rights Act had been passed in 1957 but it 

wasn’t effective. A new Civil Rights bill was introduced in 1963.  

At first Kennedy cared more about the cold war than the civil rights but he became progressively involved in it.  

He said “We are confronted primarily with a moral issue” in June 1963. 

He also tried to use the street demonstrations to support this civil rights act in order to gain political power against 

congress. From Kennedy and the black leaders’ perspective, the march on Washington aimed at pushing his civil 

rights bill.  

John Lewis, a young Alabama born founding member of SNCC and one of the freedom riders, dad to change his 

speech under the pressure of the other leaders. In his original speech he intended to say “Mr Kennedy is trying to 

take the revolution out of the street and put it in the courts”. 

 There was a growing gap and tension within the civil rights movement between moderates and radicals.  

The march can be considered as a peak. It was the beginning to the end of the success of the civil rights movement. 

The march has been also understood as a way for Kennedy to end the action of the civil rights movement through 

civil disobedience. 

A growing radicalisation of the movement could be seen among some leaders with the notion of black power and 

separatism. They thought desegregation was too slow. Radicals became more visible and appreciated by the 

activists. 

 

II. Black revolution 

18 days after the march on Washington, a black church in Birmingham was bombed and killed 4 black girls. 

This crime convinced many southerners that segregation was wrong. 

Some African American groups became more radical. 

“While King was having a dream, the rest of us Negroes are having a nightmare.” Malcolm X 

 

 

 



1. The revolutionaries 

 

a) Separatism 

The Nation of Islam (Black Muslims), led by Elijah Muhammad and his famous follower Malcolm X advocated the 

creation of an independent black state in the US. This exclusionary solution was called separatism. The solution was 

inherited from Marcus Garvey, who in the 1920s appealed to the African American masses to defend their roots and 

go back to Africa. 

Malcolm was an eloquent speaker. He decided that civil rights moderation didn’t work. He attacked black leaders 

who were too moderate. He had been around for a long time, but wasn’t heard until the early 60s. He struggled for 

the building up of black identity through a black revolution which might be bloody. The aim was to have an 

independent black man.  

By the end of his life, he changed his ideas. He left the Nation of Islam and went to the Mecca and this changed his 

mind. He kept his faith in Islam but thought that race was not the major factor of division. But he was assassinated 

in February 1956 by members of the nation of Islam who were not happy with the fact that he left.  

 

b) Radicalization of moderate civil rights organizations 

Some civil rights organizations moved away from the non-violent philosophy because in the early 60s King’s attitude 

started to be criticized and seen as too moderate. 

The CORE became radical. The interracial membership was less and less favoured, non-violent techniques were 

rejected. When Roy Innis became the National Chairman of CORE in 1968, he favoured Black Nationalism. He drafted 

the Community Self-Determination Act of 1968. 

The SNCC got more radical too. Carmichael called for black power and moved away from non-violence.  

New organizations also emerged.  
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c) The Black Panthers for self-defence 

The Black Panthers Party was the most militant group. It was founded in California in 1966. It was structured around 

military lines. It had a couple of leaders: Bobby Seale (chairman), Huey Newton (minister of defence) and Eldridge 

Cleaver (minister of information). 

Their program was for a complete political, economic and social improvement of the black people but they were not 

really separatists.  

They were influenced by Marxism.  “The Black Panther Party is the people’s party.”  (Huey Newton) 

 “(…) racism cannot be eliminated until capitalism is eliminated.”  

They wanted to break away from non-violent positions. They advocated that blacks should arm themselves. They 

were in favour of direct actions against whites if necessary. 

Violent confrontations with the police occurred. The FBI started to pursue the Black Panthers and they dismantled it 

because they were afraid that they would start a racial war.  

More radical groups went underground. Some groups started to work with the tactic called guerrilla.  

Angela Davis was a famous militant who joined the Weathermen (a group wanted by the FBI). She did a few violent 

actions. 



2. Popular uprisings or race riots 

By the mid-1960s, close to 70% of African Americans lived in urban areas but their income was far behind that of the 

whites. This situation was linked to the massive migration of African Americans form the South to the North and also 

to the West. This migration had two main causes: the hope to find work and to escape segregation. 

But instead of finding work and freedom the black migrants arrived in the middle of an industrial crisis in the late 

60s/early 70s. 

The black middle class did widen but the majority of African Americans remained poor and lived in the ghettos.  They 

face discrimination in housing.  

The living conditions were quite disastrous. They contrasted strongly with the prosperity that was displayed on TV in 

mainstream America. This gap between an affluent society and poor living conditions stimulated those riots. There 

were many riots during the summers from 1964 to 1967. They were mostly located in northern and western cities.  

One of the most well knows riots happened in august 1965 in a black ghetto in Watts (near LA). It was the most 

violent urban outbreak since WWII. It was started by incidents with the police.  

 Rioting in the streets, looting and fire bombing in stores.  

 

Police and national guards were called in and used their guns. As a result, 34 people died (mostly blacks). There were 

hundreds of injured. 4000 people were arrested. All this caused 44 million dollars of damage. 

Other riots occurred in 1966 in Chicago, in Cleveland in 1967… In all there were 8 major uprisings. There were 123 

minor riots according to an official report. 

83 “negro civilians” died in Detroit and Newark.  

 

Those riots pointed out that de facto segregation in the North and in the West was quite strong and that the 

problems that were faced by the south were not completely absent in the North, even though segregation was not 

legal in the North. North and West also needed to confront this issue. 

The report concluded by saying that those riots were mainly based on racism:  

"Our nation is moving toward two societies, one black and one white - separate and unequal" (National Advisory 

Commission on Civil Disorders, 1968). 

This implied that no progress had been made since the separate but equal doctrine. 

There was a growing awareness that there was a problem that needed to be solved. 

 

3. The gains 

 

a) Institutional progress 

The 3 branches participated in the fight against racism. 

• Judicial branch: The Supreme Court continued to be active and often opposed court decision to support more 

progressive ideas. In 1963, the Supreme Court declared that the Birmingham segregation laws were 

unconstitutional. 

• Legislative branch: The Congress intervened against state practices by voting laws and even voting a new 

amendment to the constitution. The 24th amendment was ratified in 1964 to prohibit the poll tax used in southern 

states to prevent African Americans from voting.  

Civil Rights Acts of 1960 & 1968 

• Executive branch: Kennedy supported that bill, which became law thanks to Johnson. 

 



The civil rights act of 1964 was the 1st to be effective. It was against discrimination in public facilities, employment… 

b) Voting registration 

1952: 1 million southern blacks were registered to vote (20% of those eligible). 

1964: 2 million (40%) 

1968: 3 million  same percentage as white voters.  

 

Conclusion 

Violence struck quickly, 1st at the head of the executive with the assassination of President Kennedy on November 

22nd 1963 in Dallas. His death was followed by the murder of Malcolm X in February 1965, and the murder of 

Martin Luther King in 1968. 

Those deaths explained why the more aggressive side of black revolution was ended.  

 Return of moderate groups. For example the Nation of Islam didn’t disappear but became more subdued 

when Louis Farrakhan took over in the late 1970’s.  

 

The black revolution didn’t solve all economic problems but it improved the legal situation in education and politics. 

+ Rise of multicultural America. 

The Civil Rights movement became the model for many other activists in the 60’s and 70’s. Activism spread among 

other groups who were defined as minorities, oppressed by the majority: the Hispanic, Native Americans, Asian 

Americans… Women + the gay & lesbian movement also started to be very active in the late 60’s/early 70’s. 

 

The rise of these movements was possible thanks to the American prosperity. Between 1961 and 1966 the inflation 

was very low, unemployment levelled off at 3.3% and in average the gross domestic product remained at 3.8% (peak 

at 5% in 1965-69). 

This affluent society triggered hopes and supported actions because people felt they had no limitations. This might 

explain also why this powerful nation decided to go over confidently at war with Vietnam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION (1963-1969): The Vietnam War 

 

Introduction 

When Kennedy was killed, Lyndon B. Johnson finished Kennedy’s term. He was then elected president. 

Landslide victory in 1964 against the very conservative republican Barry Goldwater. 

Johnson got a popular majority of 15 million votes. He shared Kennedy’s philosophy and tried to continue his 

program. But he had a very different style. He was older and not very comfortable with communication. 

LBJ was a self-educated man who grew up in poverty. He was from South Texas. He was described as being easy 

going and provincial. He called for a “great society” based on welfare state. 

Johnson, thanks to his skills for consensus, was able to turn his social program into legal acts.  

- Economic Opportunity Act (1964) to provide 1 billion dollars to wage a war on poverty and improve health 

and housing. He created a Job Corps to train people to find jobs. 

- Appalachian Regional Development Act (1965): 1 billion dollars were spent to relieve the people from that 

region which included 11 states.  

- Elementary And Secondary School Education Act (1965): to found schools 

- Medicare Act (1965): it was a very controversial program, opposed by many doctors. It provided hospital 

and nursing care for older people (65+). It was financed by the social security. 

This welfare program was also made possible thanks to the booming economy of the 60’s. This prosperous period 

made it possible to combine tax cuts and government spending.  

The great society programs had their limits and many people were left behind. This became worse when social 

spending changed from those acts to the Vietnam War. Spending skyrocketed with the VW.  

The Vietnam War was a chapter of the cold war and result of a new world order including the decolonized 3rd world 

which changed and challenged the US and its foreign policy.  

 

I. The Vietnam war 

 

1. The early years 

Before WWII, this area was part of the French colony. During WWII, the Japanese took over. But in 1941 the 

Japanese forces fell and left this area (which was called Indochina at the time). By late 1945, the Vietnamese people 

celebrated their new found freedom. They issued a declaration of independence that borrowed from the 

Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen and the American Declaration of Independence. 

 “all men are created equal. (…) inalienable rights (…). Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”  

 

It listed a series of complaints against the French occupation. It criticized the fact that French colonization enforced 

“inhuman laws” and “built more prisons than schools”. 

But French disregarded the Vietnamese independence and sent troops. France was at war with Vietnam in 1946. 

The French were defeated by the Viet Minh, which was a communist independent movement led by Ho Chi Minh.  

The battle of Dien Bien Phu in May 1654 was a key moment in the Indochina war  defeat of the French. 

 

July 1954: The Geneva conference led to temporary division of Vietnam: 

- Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North = communist) 



- State/Republic of Vietnam (South = non-communist) 
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Elections were scheduled to reunite Vietnam in 1956. This election was cancelled out by President Ngo Dinh Diem. 

This refusal was denounced by the communist leader Ho Chi Minh because North Vietnam was expected to win that 

election. 

+ Growing influence of communist China over Asia. It led the USA to feel directly concerned with the situation in 

Vietnam, especially in the context of the Cold War. 

 

2. US involvement 

a) A strategic war 

From the American perspective, Indochina was a strategic area for ideological reasons and also for its resources. This 

explains why the USA helped the French from the start. 

Indochina was considered as a political strategic area, a place where communism had to be stopped. The “Domino 

theory” (April 7th 1954 by Eisenhower) suggested that if one country fell under the communist influence then the 

neighbouring countries would also become communist. 

 

Economic interest was also important because Indochina had a significant amount of natural resources.  

“The area of Indochina is immensely wealthy in rice, rubber, coal and iron ore. Its position makes it a strategic key to 

the rest of Southeast Asia.”  

+ Access to the sea. 

 

By 1954, the USA had helped France financing the French war and then gave arms and money to South Vietnam. But 

when the French withdrew, the US decided to support Diem. 

 

b) Vietnam’s unstable political situation 

Diem was in power in South Vietnam, but it was a fragile power. 

There were opposition from the Vietcong (communists in South Vietnam) guerrillas. 

= internal communist guerrilla helped by North Vietnam 

Moreover, Diem’s regime was unpopular because of a religious aspect: Diem was catholic and the majority of 

Vietnamese people were Buddhists.  

There were political reasons too: he based his power on nepotism (favouritism for the members of one’s family) 

It was a fake democracy mockingly called “diemocracy”. 

There was also the fact that Diem favoured the landlords whereas most Vietnamese were peasants, who were more 

seduced by the communist rhetoric.  

The regime was also very corrupted. Diem used that corruption to rule: he replaced provincial chiefs by his men from 

Saigon. 

Diem sent Vietnamese people to jail whenever they criticized his actions  absence of freedom of speech 

Therefore South Vietnam was a weak ally for the US.  

 

Guerrilla became politically organized in 1960 under the name of the National Liberation Front. It united all the 

dissatisfied in South Vietnam. After the creation of the NLF, which strengthened the communist guerrilla, an 

Economic Aid Treaty was signed with the US (USAID). The US sent war troops and led to the creation of the US 

Military Assistance Command (1962). 



A secret operation was led by the CIA. They built an airport in Laos. Officially it was supposed to help bring food, but 

in fact was operated by the CIA, which trained a secret army between 1960 and 1975. They recruited Hmong people 

(ethnic Asian group) to fight the Pathet Lao, a Laotian communist nationalist group. 

Series of military coups: 

- November 1963: Diem was executed by the general in South Vietnam and Duong Van Minh took over 

- January 1964: Nguyen Khank took over 

- June 1965: Nguyen Cao Ky seized power 

By 1965, the US became involved directly into the war. 

 

c) US entry into war 

This happened through a specific political event: on August 7th 1964, the US congress voted the Gulf of Tonkin 

resolution. 

 Official beginning of the Vietnam War.  

It was based on dubious attack by North Vietnamese torpedo boats that happened in early August 1964 on the 

American destroyer USS Maddox  Gulf of Tonkin incident. This happened despite the SEATO (South East Asia 

Treaty Organization), which forced the US to react against this. Johnson was allowed to operate in Southeast Asia 

without any official declaration of war. The USA deployed massive efforts and tried to win the war.  

They started with major air raids in early 1965, mostly on North Vietnam and also on communist controlled areas in 

the South.  

Bombing included defoliant (Agent Orange): 7 million tons were used. The point was to starve the enemy. But those 

chemicals transmitted diseases to people.  

On March 1965, Johnson authorized the use of napalm, a substance that burnt through the clothes and then skin.  

US troops were sent over: 550 000 soldiers in 1969.  

There were also secret interventions by the CIA:  Operation phoenix for instance executed 3000 civilians without 

trials. The US also collaborated with the South Vietnamese prison camps. American advisers witnessed the tortures 

of the prisoners. 

 

In 1969, a stronger political stability was achieved in South Vietnam. Nguyen Van Thieu was elected in 1967. But 

they were still unable to defeat the Vietcong and the North Vietnamese forces. North Vietnam was helped by 

communist countries (China and the Soviet Union). 

This resistance became clear through the psychological warfare which was especially noticeable with the Tet 

offensive (Tet = religious Vietnamese holiday. It was launched on January 1968 by the North Vietnamese army.  

It was a surprise attack which was carried out especially in Saigon. It lasted 48 hours. This offensive led to a military 

defeat of the communist camp, but victory for them in the area of communication: people in America realized that 

the Vietnamese were resisting very strongly against the US presence in South Vietnam. It shocked them and made 

them realized that they were far from being defeated. The USA was discredited by the TV reports. 

 

The Mai Lai massacre took place on March 16th 1968. American soldiers went into a small village and shot all the 

people to death. This massacre was unsuccessfully covered up and finally there were many reports on it. This led to 

the arrest of William Calley (US army officer) and his condemnation to life imprisonment. He only served 3 years. 

Tiger force = military unit which was also condemned for war crimes. 



This massacre shocked American people. But it was quite common at the time; it was a part of the war.  

When the coloured photos of the massacre were published in the press, Americans started to turn clearly against the 

war but politician did too. This was the beginning of long process to end the war. 

 

3. Finishing the war 

 

a) US withdrawal 

By early 1968, Johnson said that negotiations for peace were to begin in Paris. He reduced the number of bombings. 

Bombing stopped by October 1968. Negations took place in Paris between North Vietnam and USA and between 

South Vietnam and the NLF. But the negotiations failed.  

There was a new leadership in the USA with the election of Nixon (in January 1969) who decided to implement 

vietnamization: to expand, equip, and train South Vietnam's forces and to progressively withdraw US troops. By 

September 1972, only 40 000 soldiers remained in Vietnam.  

But it was not really the end of the war, just a change in strategy. Military actions didn’t stop completely.  

In the spring of 1970, the USA invaded Cambodia but this was kept secret and it was a failure. When the American 

people found out about it, they were outraged. The US congress resolved that Nixon couldn’t use the American 

troops without congress approval. Despite that, in April 1971 the USA supported a South Vietnamese invasion of 

Laos. This strategy failed. 

Negotiations of peace in Paris (Henry Kissinger). A peace agreement was decided on 27th January 1973 between the 

USA and North Vietnam, and South Vietnam and the NLF. It implied the end of hostilities, the withdrawal of US and 

ally troops and the return of prisoners of war. 

But it took 2 more years to really end the war. 

b) Actual end of the war 

A North Vietnam offensive was launched on Saigon on 1975. US troops had to leave Saigon in chaos. This was the 

1st defeat for the USA in over 200 years.  

Vietnam was reunified on July 2nd 1976 and became the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Saigon was renamed Ho Chi 

Minh City.  

 

US casualties in Vietnam:  

2.7 million Americans served in Vietnam; more than 50 000 died. 

Cost of war: $160 billion. 

620 000 South Vietnamese were killed (soldiers and civilians). More civilians than soldiers died.  

Among the Vietcong and the North Vietnamese; 900 000 people died. 
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II. Protest against the war 

The Vietnam War triggered a peace movement. 

The high number of American casualties and the exposure in the US involvement in war crimes turned many 

Americans against the war. The growing anti-war movement left no part of society untouched. There were huge 

public demonstrations throughout the country. 

The March on the Pentagon in October 1967 drew over 50,000 protestors and marked the beginning of large-scale 

anti-war protests. 

There were connections between the civil disobedience movement and the peace movement. 

 

1. The civil rights movement against the war 

Some of the 1st signs of protests came with the civil rights movement. 

In early August 1964, black and white activists gathered at a memorial service in Mississippi and someone compared 

the use of force in Asia with the violence used against blacks in Mississippi.  

“No Mississippi Negroes should be fighting in Viet Nam for the White man’s freedom, until all Negro People are free 

in Mississippi”  

In 1966, one of the great sports figures of the USA  Cassius Clay (Mohammad Ali) refused to serve in what he 

called “a white man’s war” / ”imperialist war” 

Among those who opposed the war we could find non-violent advocates: Martin Luther King Jr spoke out against the 

war in 1967 in a church in New York. King stated: “We must stop now. I speak as a child of God and brother to the 

suffering poor of Vietnam. I speak for those whose land is being laid waste, whose homes are being destroyed, whose 

culture is being subverted. I speak as a citizen of the world, for the world stands aghast at the path we have taken. I 

speak as an American to the leaders of my own nation.” 

Malcolm X also opposed this war one month before his murder in February 1965. 

 

2. Acts of protest 

 

a) Shocking the opinion into awareness 

Those early positions were also supported by sacrifices in the USA: 2 incidents marked early opposition to the war. 

On the November 2nd 1965, Norman Morrison set himself on fire in front of the Pentagon to protest against the war. 

Alice Herz also burned herself to death in 1965. 

 

b) Dodging the draft 

The action concerned the military service. What developed as civil disobedience was dodging the draft. On May 

1964, the slogan “We Won’t Go” was widely publicized as young men began to refuse to register for the draft. Those 

who had registered began to burn their draft cards publicly.  

David O’Brien burned his draft card in South Boston but he was convicted when the Supreme Court rejected his 

argument that this was a form of free expression. 

The Johnson administration passed a law criminalizing the burning of the draft cards in August 1965. They abolished 

the automatic student deferment. 

Draft cards turn-ins were organized throughout the country.  



The government prosecuted all those rebels.  380 prosecutions by mid-1965 / 3305 by mid-1968 

 

c) Demonstrations 

Very large demonstrations were organized as well. In October 65, people gathered in 40 cities. 

Allan Ginsburg introduced the term flower power. 

 

Those rallies gathered more and more people and became mass demonstrations. 

On November 1965, 35 000 protesters encircled the White House. 

November 1969: 250 000 people gathered, which was the largest protest in US history at the time. 

 

There was also police violence & casualties. 

- In 1966 at the Chicano moratorium occurred the largest anti-war demonstration in LA. 3 people died when 

the police attacked the demonstrators.  

- August 1968 at the Democratic National Convention, the Chicago police charged on demonstrators = 175 

arrests.  

In 1971, 20 000 protesters came to Washington and tried to freeze the city by stoppin the traffic. This was the 

largest mass arrest in American history  14 000 people were arrested.  

 

3. A multifaceted battle 

Those demonstrations gathered different groups of people. 

 

a) Artists 

Prominent artists voiced their opposition to the war by rejecting invitations to the White House for instance.  

Arthur Miller (playwright) stated “When the guns boom, the art dies”. 

The singer Eartha Kitt was harassed by the FBI and the CIA. She had to escape the USA to go on with her artistic 

career. 

Artists used art to expand resistance. The Bread and Puppet Theatre participated in the demonstrations. 

Jane Fonda participated in the FTA shows. They were part of an effort to help soldiers become aware of the 

problems of the war. FTA = Fun Travel Adventure / Fight The Army / Fuck The Army 

 

As the war went on there was a growing collaboration between the peace movement and the army. 

 

b) Unexpected groups 

Middle class people also voiced their opposition to the war. On May 1970, the NY times reported “1000 

Establishment Lawyers Join War Protest”. 

The Wall Street Journal also criticized the war (even though it was a conservative newspaper), but for business 

interests: they feared that a long term war would be bad for American business. 

 

The anti-war movement also found another new group: the priest and nuns of the Catholic Church. 

Father Phillip Berrigan went to the office of a draft board in Baltimore and drenched the draft record with fake 

blood in order to protest against the war. He was part of the Catonsville Nine; some Catholic activists who also 

burned draft files with napalm. They were arrested and sentenced to prison.  

These actions by priests and nuns diminished the traditional conservatism. 

In 1969, a catholic college hosted a protest against the war. 

 

 



c) Student High Energy 

Students were heavily involved in the protests. The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) organised 300 chapters 

(groups). They organised a march in Washington DC on April 17th 1965 that gathered 25 000 people. 

During the Brown university commencement speech in 1969, the graduating class turned their back on the speaker 

Henry Kissinger (who was Nixon’s adviser). 

Confrontations with the police led to the death of several students when protests climaxed in 1970 as people 

learned that Cambodia was bombed. At Kent State University in Ohio on May 4th 1970, a demonstration became 

violent and the national guardsmen tried to disperse the students. 4 students were killed.  

As a response to the shooting, 400 strikes occurred. 

The students were given a lot of publicity and sometimes gave the impression that protests against the war came 

only from upper/middle class people. However the anti-war sentiment was strong everywhere including in the 

working class. 

 

d) Working class 

American people without a college education were 60% in favour of the withdrawal of the American troops from 

Vietnam. As for people with a college education, they were 41%. 

 

A part of those turning against the war was soldiers (lots of them were part of the working class). 

Soldiers and veterans began to protest against the war. 

In early 1969, an army doctor refused to teach the Green Berets calling them “murderers of women and children” 

and ”killers of peasants”. He was sent to prison. 

 

Some of the Vietnam vets created the association Vietnam Veterans against the War. They organized peace 

marches and performed symbolic acts like returning their medals on the step of the White House. 

 

e) Resistance from within 

Politicians started to criticize the war and to speak against the government. Senators called for a public debate on 

TV. 

Daniel Ellsberg was the former collaborated to secretary of defence (Robert McNamara). With Anthony Russo, he 

decided to make a secret report public. On June 1971, the New York Times printed excerpts from this report (The 

Pentagon Papers). They revealed all the secrets about the Vietnam War and the betrayal of the executives towards 

the people. 

This became a national sensation. It fuelled opposition against the war. 

 

It also highlighted the significance of the press in the USA and the necessity to have the press the counterbalance the 

political power. 

 

 

Conclusion 

Johnson’s popularity was low in 1968. In demonstrations people would shout “LBJ, LBJ, how many kids did you kill 

today?” The Vietnam War ended his political career.  

The Vietnam War remained a major crisis of the USA. It made the USA unpopular across the world. The USA began to 

be seen as conducting the “largest imperial war of the century” 

There were deep personal and psychological consequences on the population  major traumas for the veterans.  

Spending money on the war also had a negative impact on the economy. It helped the USSR to catch up in military 

equipment and helped them to be back in the cold war.  
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The Nixon-Ford Administrations (1969-1974/77): 

 Presidential Crisis 

 

 
Introduction 

The Nixon administration turned away from social programs and the Civil Rights movement. Nixon appealed to those 

he named “the silent majority” that he described as being “the forgotten Americans, those who do not break the 

law, people who pay axes and go to work, who send their children to school, who go to their churches, who love this 

country”.  

Nixon made a strong appeal for the government to focus on law and order.  

 

Despite this domestic conservatism, Nixon unwillingly ended the Vietnam War. He also initiated the détente with 

the USSR and China. This détente was symbolized by the fact that he went to China in 1972 and also the meeting of 

astronauts (USA) and cosmonauts (USSR) in space in July 1975.  

On the domestic scene, Nixon failed to solve many problems, especially in the economic area as inflation and 

recession started. Despite that he was re-elected in 1972 with a spectacular and popular majority. 

He was in favour of a strong presidency. He was even described as an “imperial president” by Arthur Schlesinger. 

This strong presidency appealed to Americans. 

At the same time he was in favour of a “new federalism”  more power to each state of the USA. 

In the judiciary branch – in contrast with the 60’s Civil Rights period – he managed to appoint 4 conservative 

Supreme Court Justices. The Supreme Court became more conservative, especially in the field of criminal justice. 

This conservatism must be nuanced with 3 important progressive decisions: 

- School integration 

- School bussing 

- Legalized abortion in 1973 

This Supreme Court ruled against Nixon in the Watergate scandal. 

Nixon’s administration came to a disastrous end, not only bringing disgrace to the president but also questioning the 

entire American political system. At this point, the appointed vice president Gerald Ford took over for the end of 

Nixon’s second term, having to deal with the economic and political crisis and the number of foreign problems. 

 

I. The Watergate Scandal 

This was the greatest political scandal in the nation’s history. It questioned the role of presidency in the American 

system. It lasted from 1972 to 1974. 

 

1. The break-ins 

There was a break in. During Nixon’s re-election campaign, 5 men called the “plumbers” were arrested inside the 

Democratic National Headquarters in the Watergate (a building complex) in Washington DC. 

One of the plumbers, James McCord, was a member of the Comity to Re-elect the President (CRP). He was therefore 

connected to Nixon. 



The plumbers got a trial. On January 1973, the plumbers were found guilty of conspiracy, burglary and electronic 

eavesdropping.  

2 months later, McCord wrote to the judge Sirica to tell him that people at the highest level of the executive were 

involved in the cover up of this break in.  

Nixon countered this accusation: “I have had no prior knowledge of the Watergate break in. I neither took part in it 

nor knew about any of the subsequent cover up activities” (Spring 1973). 

A special congressional committee had been called to investigate the case. 

 

2. Senate Select Committee Hearing: the Ervin Commission 

In the summer of 1973, the committee conducted televised hearings. 

During those televised hearings there were high up members of the government:  

- White House Chief of Staff Halderman 

- White House domestic adviser John Ehrlichman 

- Special counsel to the President John Dean III 

- former Attorney General John Mitchell 

 

All those men were witnesses. They all had resigned from their position to save the President. 

Dean was the main witness. He testified against the president.  

He testified that Mitchell, with the knowledge of Ehrlichman and Halderman, had consented to the burglary and that 

Nixon had approved the cover up. Nixon and his closest advisers were then guilty.  

 

At the time, this entire situation was very much present in all the American media and there was satire about the 

case, illustrating how confusing this situation was.  

After Dean’s testimony, the other men of the President all testified that the President had no prior knowledge of the 

break-in and was not involved in the cover up.  

 

Nixon tried to react and counter attack but he made a series of mistakes. 

 

 

3. Nixon’s mistakes 

On May 1973, the attorney general Richardson appointed Archibald Cox as a special prosecutor (man given full 

power & credit to investigate a case, often involving a President). He found a lot of evidences against Nixon.  

a) Tape recording device 

While this was going on, there was another revelation: there was a tape recording device in the White House and 

Nixon had recorded all the conversations taking place there. This was revealed by mistake by Alexander Butterfield.  

This was a major new element in the investigation because the tapes could be a proof that Nixon had been aware of 

the cover up. 

 

b) Saturday Night Massacre 

Cox asked for the tapes but Nixon refused to give them and fired Cox. In protest, Attorney General Richardson 

resigned.  

 Saturday Night Massacre (October 20th 1973) 

 



Nixon’s decision against the prosecutor outraged the nation and this led the House of Representatives to begin an 

impeachment against the President (= to remove the President from office). 

 

4. Presidential Tapes 

On November 1973, Nixon claimed “I’m not a crook”. He tried to correct his mistakes. He appointed a new 

conservative special prosecutor called Leon Jaworski. Then Nixon gave most of the tapes that Cox had asked for. But 

in one of the tapes, there was a gap of 18 ½ minute. The erasure concerned a conversation between Nixon and one 

of his men about the Watergate affair. The secretary said she was the one who erased it by mistake but it was 

proven it wasn’t possible. 

 This failed to convince the American people of Nixon’s innocence. 

 

This led special prosecutor Jaworski to issue a subpoena (assignation à comparaître) to have more tapes on April 

16th 1974. At first Nixon refused, but he transcribed all the tapes into a book.  

 

He hoped to confuse the people, that there were so many pages they would not find what they were looking for. He 

deleted many words which he replaced by the expression “expletive deleted”, meaning that he was swearing. 

People called him the Tape Doctor.  

All these deleted sections led people to think he was not trustworthy. The American people started to demand 

impeachment.  

 

On July 24th 1974, the Supreme Court accepted to support the subpoena to have the president give the tapes. In one 

of the tapes, a discussion revealed that Nixon was aware of the cover up. The discussion was called the “smoking 

gun”. 

After those revelations Nixon lost his political support in Congress and the 38 members of the House Judiciary 

Committee were prepared to vote against him. 

 

5. The House Judiciary Committee Hearings: the Impeachment 

At the end of July 1974, this committee headed by Democrat Peter Rodino adopted, thanks to bipartisan votes, 

three articles: 

Two articles impeached the president for high crimes and misdemeanours (méfait) and more specifically the articles 

charged Nixon with obstruction. This was televised. 

- Article 1 stated that Nixon had engaged in a “course of conduct or plan designed to obstruct the 

investigation” in the Watergate case. 

- Article 2 was about abuse of power. Nixon had misused information from the Internal Revenue Service, the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Central Intelligence Agency. 

- Article 3 was about refusing to produce documents that had been subpoenaed by the House Judiciary 

Committee.  

Nixon was then pressured to resign and finally on August 8th 1974 he resigned publically.  

This Watergate scandal entailed a crisis of the American democracy and it ended the trend of imperial presidency. 

 

 



II. The end of a system? 

The American Democratic system came under a serious scrutiny.  

First the defeat in Vietnam, and then the abuse of power connected to this war and Johnson and Nixon that had 

been revealed by the Pentagon Paper was troubling the whole nation. It questioned the basic notion of the rule of 

law in the American system. 

It was discovered that there was use of agent provocateurs (=person hired by the police to entice a person or a 

group of person to commit illegal acts) and entrapment against activists in the name of Nixon’s Law and Order 

Policy.  

The Watergate affair and a sense of rampant corruption contributed to a major crisis of confidence in the 

institution, especially in the executive branch. 

 

1. Ford’s attempts at erasing the stains 

Ford needed to erase the stains of the government. He didn’t try to be a strong leader but rather a caretaker.  

a) Motley’s Cabinet 

The members of this cabinet were more independent than in the previous presidency. He appointed: 

- A Jewish Democrat as Attorney general (Edward Levi)  

- A Secretary of Labour linked with organized labour (John Dunlop) 

- A woman at the head of Civil Division of the Justice Department (Carla Hills) 

- A black Secretary of Housing and Urban Development (William Coleman) 

There was an effort of diversity. Ford tried to get advice from people who came from different levels of society. 

There was also an effort to create a collaborative and forgiving presidency. 

b) A collaborative presidency 

First, Ford tried to get advice from people with different opinions and different structures of society. He decided to 

have frequent confrontations with the members of Congress and also tried to maintain regular Press Conferences. 

Then he also pardoned with a limited amnesty the men who had fled the Vietnam Draft.  

Yet those efforts turned against Ford because he also maintained continuities with the previous presidency. 

 

2. Continuities 

 

a) Nixon’s pardon 

Ford pardoned Nixon in order to renew the faith in the system on September 8th 1974, without obtaining any 

admission of guilt or any revelation about Nixon’s action in the Watergate affair.  

There were also rumours that there had been a deal between the two of them although Ford denied them. 

Finally we could say that Ford picked up Nixon’s policies. He went on to favour fiscal austerity and still enforced law 

and order especially abroad. 

b) Domestic and international continuities 

Ford was confronted with a severe economic recession. The inflation was going up and up. It was due to Johnson 

and Nixon’s refusal to levy taxes for the Vietnam War. 

Nixon was criticized by American consumers because they tended to think that the president didn’t support 

consumer oriented laws. 



There was also criticism from the environmentalist who pointed out that the president did everything he could to 

not enforce laws linked to the clarity of air and water.  

There was also a sense of continuity with Foreign Affairs. In 1975 Ford did not do anything when reports came on 

the CIA and FBI abuses. There were reports that they abused their power by trying for instance to overthrow Allende 

in Chile in 1973 and tried to assassinate Castro, among other things. In a sense he went on with Nixon’s foreign 

policy. 

 

3. Change the Men, not the System: the Administration and Interest groups 

The Watergate scandal showed how easily the system could be used for private and partisan aim. 

The resignation of Nixon was damaging to the system, but many considered it was the lesser of two evils as there 

were some other political scandals at the time. Some argued that a full process of impeachment could have been 

even more damaging to the political system. 

 

a) The military 

During the 70’s, the military grew and expanded under Nixon and Ford. In 1976, Ford requested $11 billion in 

military spending but he rejected a bill for educational money (Educational Appropriation Act).  

The Mayaguez Affair  The Mayaguez incident took place between the Khmer Rouge and the United States from 

May 12–15 1975. A U.S. flagged vessel was taken by the Khmer Rouge. It was the last official battle of the Vietnam 

War.  

The Mayaguez Affair seemed to illustrate that the role of the USA in the world is based on a kind of financial interest, 

according to Henry Kissinger:  

“The US must carry out some act somewhere in the world which shows its determination to continue to be a world 

power”.  

 

b) Corporate power 

The corporate power in the 70’s got more significant with the rise of very rich and influential multinational 

corporations owned by Americans.  

Conglomerates = multi-industry company. Combination of two or more corporations. 

International Telephone and Telegraph (ITT), Gulf Oil Corporation, American Airlines  

New York Times: “What we will have is the same play with different actors.”  

William Simon, Secretary of the Treasury: “get across the human side of capitalism” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion 

Although Nixon’s resignation was welcomed, it is clear that people found their lack of trust in the system confirmed. 

However this didn’t lead to a radical change of the system. Some basics features remained: foreign policies didn’t 

change, corporate power grew. Nevertheless, maybe some progress was made on the question of transparency and 

abuse of power, but to a limited extent. 

Most people involved in the Watergate scandal managed to get reduced sentences.  

A poll made in July 1975 showed that from 1966 public’s confidence in: 

- The military went from 62% to 29% 

- Business: from 55% to 18% 

- In President & Congress: from 42% to 13% 

 

The US economy started to weaken and inequalities sharpen. The rise of big business seemed to indicate the power 

of Private Corporation. This was the beginning of the end of the liberal consensus.  

By 1971, 1% of the American business owned 86% of the net assets of manufacturing corporations. 

By 1973 less than 1% of the total number of corporations, some 500, accounted for 75% of all profits. 

In 1973, the average family’s federal taxes totalled over $1,300 for military-related programs, but only 130$ for 

education. 

This explains in large part why under the next president James Earl Carter, there was an economic, political and 

ideological crisis. 

 

 


